
 

BENEFITS OF GAMES – PARENTS 

 

The three basics of what puzzles do for your child 

When your child is alone with a puzzle you can expect three basic skills to be built: 

● Physical skills -- from holding puzzle pieces and turning them until they fit 

● Cognitive skills -- as they solve the problems of a puzzle 

● Emotional skills -- they learn patience and are rewarded when they complete the puzzle 

These three basic skills are the building blocks for a well rounded person. As Nancy Maldonado states in 

an article External link , puzzles allow “an opportunity for young children to focus on an activity that has 

an ending,” completing the pleasing image. 

In addition to these three basics, doing a puzzle with a friend or family member also allows for the growth 

of social skills as they work together and communicate about what fits where. This is a minor point as 

nearly any activity done with more than one person will have this benefit. 

Looking at the specific skills behind the three basics 

Each of the three basics break down further into specific skills that a puzzle can build for your child. I’ll 

look at them in point form under each heading, for further reading check out this article from Parenting 

Today or this one from B -- Inspired Mama. 

Physical skills 

● Hand-Eye Coordination -- your child will develop a keen relationship between what their eyes see, 

what their hands do and what their brain relates to this information. 

● Gross Motor Skills -- Larger puzzle pieces and stacking puzzle games can enhance the large 

movements of your child to the point where they can then work on their fine motor skills. 



● Fine Motor Skills -- small and precise movements, such as the movement of fingers to get a puzzle 

piece in exactly the right spot, are built and can lead to better handwriting and typing skills. 

Cognitive skills 

● Understanding the surrounding world -- there is no better way for your child to gain an 

understanding of the world around them than by letting them literally manipulate the world 

around them. 

● Shape recognition -- the first puzzles we use are simple shapes -- triangle, squares and circles. 

From there more complex shapes are used until the abstract jigsaw puzzles are used. 

● Memory -- Your child has to remember the shape of pieces that don’t fit fir when they will fit later 

on. 

● Problem solving -- Either the puzzle piece fits or it does not. Your child uses critical thinking skills 

to solve the puzzle and, best of all, you can’t cheat a puzzle! 

Emotional skills 

● Setting goals -- The first goal is to solve the puzzle, the next goal will be a series of strategies your 

child comes up with to solve the puzzle. Such as putting familiar shapes or colors in one pile for 

future reference. 

● Patience -- Puzzles are not like sports, you can’t just step up to the plate and swing until you knock 

it out of the park. You must practice patience and slowly work through the puzzle before you reach 

the ending. 

The next step in puzzling 

The designers over at Puzumi believe that the next step in puzzling, beyond the jigsaw, that can help your 

child develop are the mathematically designed puzzles that are on offer there. You will find the exact 

same benefits as above, these are puzzles just the same, but with these added benefits that jigsaw puzzles 

can’t offer: 

● Multiple solutions are possible with each puzzle. 

● Differing colors and having multiple solutions for each experience allows for creative freedom. 

Think modern art that you can create. 

● The puzzles are also board games, rules are included, furthering strategy building skills and social 

skills. The social skills will, in fact, be even better built with these competitive games. 

● Varying difficulties allow your child to grow into a new puzzle set. Start your child out with the 

simplest puzzles and scale up later. 

There is no mistaking the benefits of puzzles in childhood development. You used them, your parents 

used them and your children are using them now. Give your child the opportunity to continue learning 

from simple shapes, to silhouettes, to jigsaw puzzles, to abstract shapes united by a mathematical concept 

that include a board game twist. 

 

 

 



Types of puzzles 

Puzzles help build cognitive skills, patience and perseverance (trial and error), shape recognitions, 

transposition, reversals, hand-eye-brain and brain-eye-hand coordination, flexible thinking, problem 

solving, creative thinking, etc. This will also help students with the CAT4 exams in years 4, 6, 8 and 10, and 

for later in life. They also help children to find their interests, talents and giftedness. 

Fortunately the web has thousands of puzzles in image searches and websites dedicated to puzzles. 

1.0 MAZES We recommend pencil and paper mazes. 

 

 

2.0 ONLINE MAZES 

https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/free-online-mazes-1357461 

https://www.happyclicks.net/maze-games/index.php 

https://www.mazes.ws/mazes-for-kids-main.htm 

 

3.0 FIND THE DIFFERENCE 

 

 

 



 

 

4.0 FIND THE HIDDEN OBJECTS 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



5.0 BOARD PUZZLES – Available in Dhs shops 

 

  

 

 

6.0 JIGSAW PUZZLES 

 

 

 

 

 



7.0 PATTERNS – threading beads for patterns, using joining cubes, counters etc. 

 

 

8.0 PUZZLE BOOKS 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9.0 CONSTRUCTION KITS 

LEGO, MECANO 

 

10.0 TANGRAMS –available in kits or books and online 

 

 

11.0 CODES 

https://learnincolor.com/secret-spy-codes-for-kids.html 

 

https://picklebums.com/secret-codes-for-kids/ 

 

    



  

 

 

12.0 TESSALATIONS 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13.0 WORD GAMES 

 

14.0 WORD SEARCHES 

 

 



15.0 WORD PUZZLES 

 

Word building 
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16.0 CROSSWORD PUZZLES 

 

 

 

17.0 ONLINE GAMES FOR KIDS 

https://search.yahoo.com/search;_ylt=AwrExo9Ph_9gLiEAK1GJzbkF?p=online+games+for+kids&fr=yfp-t-

s&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3Ai%2Cm%3Apivot&stype=web 

 


